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RaphaelJS: Graphics and Visualization on the WebO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Create beautiful, interactive images on the Web with RaphaëlJS, the JavaScript library that lets you draw Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) right in the browser. With this concise guide, you’ll quickly learn how to paint the screen with shapes and colors that you can turn into lively, animated graphics and visualizations.
...
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The Lucent Library of Science and Technology - Virtual RealityLucent Books, 2004

	The twentieth-century scientific and technological

	revolution that British physicist Stephen Hawking

	describes in the above quote has transformed virtually

	every aspect of human life at an unprecedented pace.

	Inventions unimaginable a century ago have not only

	become commonplace but are now considered necessities

	of daily...
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Building 3D Models with modo 701Packt Publishing, 2013

	Learn the art of next generation 3D content creation with step-by-step instructions from a real-world pro


	Overview

	
		Make a 3D model using your imagination
	
		Use tricks of the light to express the mood of your scene
	
		Learn how to get photo-real images out of your 3D software

...
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Anatomical Terms and their DerivationWorld Scientific Publishing, 2007

	Anatomical terms are the vocabulary of medicine. Anatomy began as a descriptive science in the days when Latin was the universal scientific language. Early anatomists described the structures they saw in that language, comparing them to common and familiar objects, or borrowing terms from the Greek and Arabic masters before them. In anatomic...
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Image Processing Using Pulse-Coupled Neural NetworksSpringer, 2005
Humans have an outstanding ability to recognise, classify and discriminate
objects with extreme ease. For example, if a person was in a large classroom
and was asked to find the light switch it would not take more than a second or
two. Even if the light switch was located in a different place than the human
expected or it was...
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Java Message ServiceO'Reilly, 2000
The Java Message Service (JMS) provides a way for the components of a distributed application to talk asynchronously, or for welding together legacy enterprise systems. Think of it as application-to-application e-mail. Unlike COM, JMS uses one or more JMS servers to handle the messages on a store-and-forward basis, so that the loss of one or more...
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Harnessing HibernateO'Reilly, 2008
Harnessing Hibernate is an ideal introduction to the popular framework that lets Java developers work with information from a relational database easily and efficiently. Databases are a very different world than Java objects, and they often involve people with different skills and specializations. With Hibernate, bridging these two worlds is...
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Apache Struts 2 Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
Struts 2.1 is a modern, extensible, agile web application framework suitable for both small- and large-scale web applications.  

The book begins with a comprehensive look at Struts 2.1 basics, interspersed with detours into more advanced development topics. You'll learn about configuring Struts 2.1 actions, results, and interceptors via...
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How to Cheat in Adobe Flash CS5: The Art of Design and AnimationFocal Press, 2010

	Need to solve problems quickly to develop creative projects to time and to budget? Want to hone your Flash skills so you can concentrate on your animation? Then How to Cheat in Flash is for you! Chris Georgenes shows how to work from the problem to the solution - from the viewpoint of an animator who has been commissioned to create a job and...
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The Java EE 6 Tutorial: Basic Concepts (4th Edition) (Java Series)Prentice Hall, 2010

	The Java EE 6 Tutorial: Basic Concepts, Fourth Edition, is a task-oriented, example-driven guide to developing enterprise applications for the Java Platform, Enterprise Edition 6 (Java EE 6). Written by members of the Java EE 6 documentation team at Oracle, this book provides new and intermediate Java programmers with a deep...
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Understanding Complex Datasets: Data Mining with Matrix DecompositionsCRC Press, 2007


	Many data-mining algorithms were developed for the world of business, for

	example for customer relationship management. The datasets in this environment,

	although large, are simple in the sense that a customer either did or

	did not buy three widgets, or did or did not fly from Chicago to Albuquerque.





	In contrast,...
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WebGL Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2014

	WebGL is the standard for rendering 3D graphics in a browser using JavaScript. This book will teach you to exploit the full potential of WebGL in game development by rendering complex 3D objects. The essential tutorial.


	Overview

	
		Load and render complex 3D objects in WebGL using JavaScript
	...
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